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Abstract: Peculiar features of development of hybrid adaptive systems using neuro-fuzzy network structures
are discussed. Quality and amount of information about an object is insufficient. Classical, adaptive, robust,
fuzzy, neural methods of regulator designing have been compared.  Problem  of  parameter  adjustment of
neuro-fuzzy networks has been considered within application of genetic algorithms. Information (software)
support has been developed with the aim of investigation into intelligent control systems. Software
significantly simplifies development and investigation of proprietary architectures of neuro-fuzzy networks,
genetic algorithms. The results of training of neuro-fuzzy networks are presented in order to solve problems
of classification, emulation of non-linear functions.
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INTRODUCTION MATERIALS AND METHODS

The term "technical object" is a generalization and The following synthesis methods of regulators for
applied for numerous technical devices. Controllable control of weakly formalized  objects  (a  priori
technical objects are known as controlled objects (CO) in uncertainty): adaptive [3], robust [4, 5], fuzzy [6-11] and
control theory [1]. neural [12-15].

Quality of CO operation is provided by automatic Methods of classic theory of automated control are
control systems (ACS). Synthesis of ACS is performed applied under completely deterministic conditions.
using the methods of automated control theory (ACT). Parameters of CO, external perturbations should be known
Development of ACS for technical CO requires for a priori in advance.
information about function of control aim, parametric Adaptive systems are able to change their variables,
models of CO and perturbations. Reliability of available structure, control signals on the basis of information from
information about CO determines the choice of method CO. The aim of adaptive regulators is to achieve optimum
and quality of synthesized regulator. state of the system at initial uncertainty under varying

Majority of technical objects are characterized with operational conditions.
non-linearity, instability, after-effect. This reduces Robust methods of ACS synthesis appeared as an
efficiency of application of methods of classical ACT. alternative to classical adaptive systems. Classical

According to numerous investigations the complexity adaptive and robust synthesis methods of regulators are
of ACS synthesis is determined by requirement of statics oriented at control of technical objects characterized with
of presets, capability of regulator to vary its parameters parametric, signal and functional uncertainties. 
within variation of control conditions and CO operation Analytic model of an object can be  absent or
mode. The presets can be varied only with time contain  unidentified  factors.  Application  of  fuzzy
expenditures, which is not acceptable for many CO. logics makes it possible to control the object without
Application of searching methods of optimal control [2] analytical model of the process and under unidentified
not always provides required properties of control quality. factors of controlled object. The principle of fuzzy control
It is necessary to search for efficient synthesis methods is based on practical application of expert knowledge of
of adaptive regulators under uncertainty conditions. object domain.
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Table 1: Methods of combined application of fuzzy logics, neural networks

Method Features

Auxiliary One of the methods of artificial intelligence is applied for execution of auxiliary procedures for another one.
Preparation of training sample for neural network by fuzzy controller is an example of such interaction.

Competitive Two methods of artificial intelligence are applied for solution of one problem. Each of them presents its own result.
For further application the result with the best characteristics is selected.

Hybrid Implementation of fuzzy controller, neural network in the frames of one architecture.

Table 2: Synthesis stages of FC, NN, NFN

Stage FC NN NFN

1 Determination of the most important control Determination of the most important control Determination of the most important control
parameters parameters parameters

2 Determination of membership functions, Searching for the most suitable network Searching for the most suitable network
control rules architecture architecture

3 Clarification of membership functions Network training Determination of membership functions
4 Elimination of unused/incorrect rules Elimination of unused neurons, network Network training: clarification of membership

connections functions and rule base
5 - - Elimination of unused neurons, network connections

Artificial neural networks are flexible and versatile. Development of regulators based on NFN does not
Possibility to generalize data makes it possible to apply require for development of cardinally new approaches to
artificial neural networks to solve problems of control of control.
weakly formalized technical objects. Adaptive intelligent hybrid regulators provide

The following conclusion can be made from the efficient control of industrial objects under conditions of
analysis of control methods. Fuzzy, neural regulators are a priori uncertainty. Let us consider in more details the
more suitable for application under uncertain conditions. stages of designing of neuro-fuzzy network as a hybrid
Designing of systems of adaptive control exclusively on regulator.
the basis of a single method of artificial intelligence, fuzzy
logics, artificial neural networks is related with necessity Determination of the Most Important Control
to solve a set of complicated problems. This restricts Parameters: Technical object is characterized by the
possibilities of practical application of each approach. combination of varied and controlled parameters: inputs

A promising trend consists of the application of and outputs. 
hybrid approach: combination of various control methods The problem of identification of input and output
in the frames of one regulator. Let us consider synthesis values of controlled object and allowable ranges of their
of hybrid ACS with application of fuzzy logics and variation is not very complicated. The problem can be
artificial neural networks. solved by experts of object domain.

Designing of Hybrid Regulators: Table 1 summarizes applied for control. Selection of basic architecture is an
methods of combined application of fuzzy logics and important stage of synthesis of neuro-fuzzy regulator,
artificial neural networks for designing of regulators. however, it does not permit to obtain final structure of

Auxiliary and competitive combination of fuzzy network. It is necessary to adapt the selected NFN
logics, artificial neural networks does not provide architecture to the considered task. The adaptation
possibility to create hybrid control systems in strict sense process is as follows:
of this term. The term "hybrid system" the most
completely corresponds to implementation of a regulator Determination of number of input neurons of
as one architecture of fuzzy  controller,  neural  network. network;
In this case we obtain solutions of neuro-fuzzy network Determination of number of neurons  of  fuzzing
possessing properties of artificial neural networks. layer;

Table 2 summarized the stages of synthesis of fuzzy Determination of the form of membership function; 
controllers (FC), neural network (NN) and neuro-fuzzy Determination of dimensions of rule base;
network (NFN). Selection of algorithm of fuzzy output.

The ANFIS neuro-fuzzy networks are more often
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Table 3: Advantages and disadvantages of IS information support

Advantages Disadvantages

Relative simplicity of application of IS designing package Impossibility to enter significant changes into architectures of neural, neuro-fuzzy networks,

fuzzy controllers, training algorithms

Relative simplicity of IS designing and investigation 

Determinations of Membership Function: Neuro-fuzzy All methods are similar in that they use experience of
networks use fuzzy values within searching for solutions. experts in order to determine the rate of parameter
Transition from the space of regular numbers to fuzzy changes. Experts determine analytical dependences for
numbers is performed with application of fuzzification recalculation of AGA parameters. It should be mentioned
based on membership functions. Amount of membership that there exist approaches based on fuzzy logics.
functions in term-sets of linguistic variables and their form Selection of specific method to implement adaptation
are determined by experts on the basis of their personal of GA parameters depends on researcher.
experience.

Selection of the form of membership function does Elimination of Unused Neurons and Network
not solve the problem of determination of its optimum Connections: One of the initial stages of NFN synthesis
parameters. This complicates designing of fuzzy and consists of determination of connection structure
neuro-fuzzy control systems. between network layers. In many cases the amount of the

Network Training: Clarification of Membership calculation of final result by the network. In order to solve
Functions and Rule Base: Adjustment of neural, neuro- the problem it is necessary to perform network reduction.
fuzzy networks consists of selection of weighted This operation can be conveniently performed by means
connection coefficients. In order to perform this of specialized software.
procedure specialized algorithms are applied. Selection of
algorithm determines duration, probability of successful Development of Software for Synthesis and Investigation
training completion. into Hybrid Regulators Based on Neuro-Fuzzy Networks:

The problem of NFN training is often solved on the There are numerous applied software for study and
basis of genetic algorithms (GA). The GA are development of intelligent systems (IS) of control tasks.
characterized with consideration for specificity of their The IS designing is reduced to selection of amount of
application by entering of changes into algorithm neurons of hidden layer in neural network, selection of
parameters [12]. The problem of selection of combination defuzzification algorithm of fuzzy controller and others.
of GA parameters is complicated with the absence of Advantages and disadvantages of applied software
common procedures, existence  of  various  approaches are summarized in Table 3.
[16, 17]. Analysis of [18] devoted to adaptive genetic The problem of proprietary development of
algorithms (AGA) makes it possible to arrive at information support can be urgent in such situations
conclusion about reasonability of their application as a when investigations require for software flexibility.
consequence of better characteristics. The requirements to information support of intelligent

There are numerous implementations of AGA for systems are as follows:
solution of problems of NFN training and the researchers
are often faced with the necessity to develop these Provision of convenient user-friendly interface;
algorithms by their own. Simplicity of performance of experiments,

Within AGA designing there exist problems of visualization of results, simplicity of arrangement of
selection of adapted parameters and selection of combined operation of NN, NFN, FC and adaptation
adaptation method. Various parameters are used within algorithms of their parameters;
synthesis of genetic algorithms. It is necessary to search Possibility of entering of significant changes into
for a certain group of parameters, correction of which architectures of neural networks (NN), neuro-fuzzy
influences  greatly    on    algorithm    operation   quality. networks (NFN) and fuzzy controllers (FC);
In addition, the method of performance of adaption is also Possibility of self-development of adaptation
important. algorithms of NN, NFN, FC parameters;

obtained connections is very high, this decelerates
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Fig. 1: Structure of information support for development and investigation into intelligent control systems.

Possibility of storage of experimental results with Long-term storage of operational results of the
their subsequent retrieval at user request and information support and performed experiments is based
reliability of operation. on embedded relational database SQLite.

Within IS designing the applied software packages information support.  The  essence  of  this  approach is
by well-known companies provide only possibility of in  logical  sharing  of software levels between
adaptation to synthesis of previously embedded themselves: user interface level, logical level, database
architectures of NN, NFN, FC. The packages do not level. The structure of the developed information support
provide convenient functional tools for their modification. is illustrated in Fig. 1 [19, 20].
The listed problems can be solved by development of Each of modules of information support is
supplemental software libraries for the applied software subdivided into other modules to perform preset
packages. This became the basis of desining of procedures.  The  aim  of  the  user interface is
information support. arrangement  of  convenient   interaction  between user

Description of Information Support:  The  developed of  screen   forms.   It   is   possible  to  change
information support is based on C# high-level language adjustments within investigations, to observe and to
in programming environment Microsoft Visual Studio analyze the obtained results. Figure 2--6 illustrate
2010. The software is based on.Net platform. This platform elements of screen forms of the developed information
provides high flexibility, possibility to run it on various support.
Windows versions (Windows9*, Windows2000, Now we explain functionality of each of  the
Windows  NT,  Windows  XP,  Windows   Vista, illustrated screens. Operation in the window of main
Windows 7). screen   (Figs.    2,    3)    makes    it     possible    to  modify

Business logics is applied within designing of

and   software. the   user   interface  consists  of  a  set
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Fig. 2: Interface elements of main form of informational support. 

Fig. 3: Main form of information support for adjustment of parameters of genetic algorithms 

characteristics  of  genetic   algorithms,   neural  and The aim of logics level of information support is to
neuro-fuzzy networks. This facilitates changes of carry out experimental investigations according to user
performed experiments. presets. The logics level includes various software

The forms illustrated in Figs. 4-6 are auxiliary and classes combined into modules according to their target.
intended for editing of membership functions of GA/NFN, Long-term storage    of    experimental   data is
generation of NFN training sample, description of method related with their subsequent processing. This is
of training sample entry to NFN. promoted   by    database    level.    This   level  includes a
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Fig. 4: Form of A/NFN membership functions

Fig. 5: Form of determination of NFN training sample

Fig. 6: Form of determination of input of NN, NFN training sample

Fig. 7: Operation results of neuro-fuzzy approximator (  - desired values,  - actual values)
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Fig. 8: Operation results of neuro-fuzzy classifier 

Fig. 9: Mean square error as a result of NFN training

convenient  interface  aimed  at simplification of The developed information support facilitates synthesis
interaction  with  the  logics  level  of   information and study of efficiency of usage of genetic algorithms
support. (including adaptive ones), neural, neuro-fuzzy networks

Each module of the database level of information to solve the problems of synthesis of hybrid control
support (Fig. 1), is a  logical  combination  of  tables. systems.
These tables contain experimental data and methods. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the results of NFN usage for

Information support for investigation into intelligent approximation of non-linear functions, classification.
adaptive  trainable  control  system  is characterize with Figure 9 illustrate the results of NFN training based on
list of actions, convenience and quality of its application. genetic algorithms.
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CONCLUSIONS 9. Georg F. Mauer, 1995. A Fuzzy Logic Controller for

The obtained results of usage of information support Systems, Vol. 3, N. 4, November 1995, pp: 381.
make it possible to state that it can be successfully 10. John Lygeros, 1997. A Formal Approach to Fuzzy
applied  to  solve  the problems of training of neural, Modeling//IEEE Transactions on Fuzzy Systems,
neuro-fuzzy  networks  of  various   architectures. 5(3): 317.
Dynamic adaptation of parameters of training algorithms 11. Mohammad R. Emami and I. Burhan, 1998.
increases efficiency of network settings, namely, Development of A Systematic Methodology of Fuzzy
decreases probability of entering into local domains of Logic Modeling// IEEE Transactions on Fuzzy
solutions, decreases searching time. Systems, 6(3).

Possibility of flexible adjustment of parameters of 12. Rutkovskaya, D., M. Pilinski and L. Rutkovsky, 2006.
neural, neuro-fuzzy networks, genetic algorithms makes it Neural networks, genetic algorithms and fuzzy
possible for a user to carry out versatile investigations systems. Translated from Polish by I. D. Rudinsky. –
both into known architectures and into self-developed Moscow, Goryachaya Liniya - Telekom: pp: 379-380.
ones. ISBN 5-93517-103-1.
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